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CHAPTER III 

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORKS 

     To lay out the groundwork for our analysis, we are going to review some 

related theories in this section.  The lexical approaches are first discussed in section 

3.1, including event conceptual structure, lexicalization, and frame and perspective.  

Then, complementing the lexical approach, the constructional approach will be 

reviewed in section 3.2, followed by some remarks in section 3.3. 

3.1 The lexical approach 

3.1.1 Event conceptual structure 

     Ray Jackendoff (1972, 1983, 1987, 1990, 1992) has developed a 

decompositional theory of meaning which he calls conceptual semantics.  The 

central principle of this approach is to describe meaning in terms of mental 

representations.  Jackendoff’s work identifies an inventory of universal semantic 

concepts, including Event, State, Material Thing (or Object), Path, Place and Property.  

At the level of conceptual structure a sentence is built upon of these semantic 

concepts, as illustrated in (1) (Jackendoff 1992: 13): 
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     (1) Bill went into the house. 

        [Event GO ([Thing Bill], [Path TO] ([Place IN ([Thing HOUSE])])])] 

The structure in (1) concentrates on the semantic of motion and thus the entity (or 

Thing) the house is given as an unanalyzed atom of meaning.  More complicated 

examples of an Event are given in sentences (2-3) below, where we see the semantic 

function CHANGE OF STATE, or INCHOATIVE, which maps a state into an event, 

and the semantic function CAUSE, which maps an event into another event, 

respectively. 

     (2) The pool emptied. 

        [Event INCH ([State BEIdent ([Thing POOL], [Place AT ([Property EMPTY])])])] 

     (3) John emptied the pool. 

        [Event CAUSE ([Thing JOHN], [Event INCH ([State BEIdent ([Thing POOL], [Place 

AT ([Property EMPTY])])])] 

Jackendoff believes that sentence meaning is constructed from word meaning, and the 

semantic decomposition can be used to investigate the mapping between lexical items 

and grammatical processes. 

3.1.2 Lexicalization 

     From the other side of the same coin, semantic components can be integrated 

together to characterize the syntax-semantics interface as claimed by Leonard Talmy 
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(1985), who has studied how semantic elements are combined both in single words 

and across phrases.  For example, he has identified several semantic components 

associated with verbs of motion, including the following (Talmy 1985: 60f): 

     (4) a. internal components of a motion event: 

i. the Figure: an object moving or located with respect to another object 

(the Ground); 

ii. the Motion: the presence per se of motion. 

iii. the Location: the location of the movement involves the Source, the 

Path, and the Goal; 

iv. the Path: the course followed or the site occupied by the Figure 

object with respect to the Ground object. 

         b. external components of a motion event: 

i. the Manner/Cause: the type of motion. 

Talmy has pointed out differences in languages in terms of how these semantic 

components are typically combined or conflated in verbs and verb phrases.  Three 

patterns are discussed in particular for what components are expressed by the main 

verb root and what by additional elements: 

     (5) a. the Motion + Manner/Cause pattern 

          - the verb expresses the fact of motion and its manner or cause, while the 

direction is expressed separatly; i.e. encoded in an external 

prepositional phrase, as languages from English 

e.g., He ran up the stairs. 

b. the Motion + Path pattern 
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- the motion and the path are incorporated in the verbs, and the manner of 

motion is expressed independently by adverbials or gerundive type, as 

languages like Spanish: 

e.g., Subio    las  ecaleras  corriendo  

     went-up  the  stairs    running 

     ‘He ran up the stairs.’ 

c. the Motion + Figure pattern 

- a less common pattern combines the fact of motion with information 

about the moved object, with other semantic elements expressed 

separately, as languages like Atsugewi: 

e.g., -lup-   ‘for a small shiny spherical object to move/be-located’ 

      -caq-   ‘for a slimy lumpish object to move/be-located’ 

      -qput-  ‘for loose dry dirt to move/be-located’ 

Talmy’s work has led to a number of cross-linguistic studies of how semantic 

components are conflated into lexical items and grammatical structures (6).   

     (6) a. Taiwanese Southern Min (Lien 2004: 394f) 

          - verbs of wearing:  

[Motion + Figure]                       

           e.g., 戴戴戴戴 ti3     ‘for a hat or wig to be worn’ 

               結結結結 kat4    ‘for a necktie to be worn’ 

               穿穿穿穿 ching7  ‘for a shirt, trousers, shoes to be worn’ 

               掛掛掛掛 kua3    ‘for glasses, earrings gloves to be worn’ 

        b. Hakka (Lai 2000: 2003) 

          - verbs of hitting:  

[Motion + Manner + Instrument (i, ii) + (Path) + (Figure) + (Result)] 

           e.g., i. with hands 

                 � with the palm: 
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撗撗撗撗 vong1 ‘to strike(Motion) horizontally(Path) with great 

force(Manner) using the palm of a hand(Instrument)’ 

盪盪盪盪 tong3 ‘to strike(Motion) with great force(Manner) using 

the palm of a hand on the face(Figure)’ 

                 � with the fist: 

搒搒搒搒 pong2 ‘to strike(Motion) with a fist(Instrument) with great 

force loudly(Manner) on the body(Figure)’ 

搥搥搥搥 cui5 ‘to strike(Motion) with a fist(Instrument) 

forcefully(Manner) on the back(Figure)’ 

              ii. with other instruments 

� with things that are thin, long and light   

扳扳扳扳 pan1 ‘to strike(Motion) with something that is long and 

thin such as a belt(Instrument) 

抽抽抽抽 su1 ‘to strike with something that is long and thin 

such as a whip(Instrument)’ 

� with things that are heavy and thick   

掄掄掄掄 lun1 ‘to strike(Motion) with a stick(Instrument), often on 

purpose(Manner)’ 

沒沒沒沒 mut8 ‘to strike(Motion) unexpectedly(Manner) a dog or a 

snake(Figure) with something that is heavy and 

thick such as a stick(Instrument) so as to cause 

death(Result)’ 

     Referring to the process of decomposition and lexicalization, we observe that 

Levin and Rappaport Hovav’s (1991) study, in practice, apply these two concepts to 

analyze verbs of removal and their subclasses in English, although they do not point 

that out explicitly. 
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3.1.3 Frame and perspective 

     Semantic concepts do not simply float around randomly in the mind.  There 

are semantic relations between words and their corresponding concepts.  These 

concepts belong together because they are associated in experience.  The need for 

another means to organize concepts has led to a variety of similar proposals, each 

with its own name, such as frame, schema, script, cognitive model, experiential 

gestalt, base, and scene (Fillmore 1985: 223).  Fillmore (1982) and Lakoff (1987) 

both make similar claims that speakers have folk theories about the world, based on 

their experience and rooted in their culture.  An important insight of Fillmore and 

Lakoff in their early works on frames/domains is that the knowledge represented in 

frame is itself a conceptualization of experience that often does not match to the 

reality.  Fillmore gives an example of how these folk theories might work by using 

the word bachelor.  It is interesting that some bachelors are more prototypical than 

others; for example, the Pope is far from a prototypical bachelor.  Fillmore and 

Lakoff suggest that there is a division of our knowledge about the word bachelor: part 

is a dictionary-type definition (perhaps simply ‘an unmarried man’) and part is an 

encyclopedia-type entry of cultural knowledge about the bachelorhood and marriage. 

Frame semantics
1
 holds that a lexical meaning cannot be understood without 

                                                 
1
 Langacker (1987) illustrates his approach to the question with the meaning of the word radius.  He 

describes the relationship between RADIUS and CIRCLE as one of a profile and a base, which is 
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reference to a particular background frame or scene, which designates a coherent 

individuatable perception, memory, experience, action, or object (Fillmore 1977, 1982, 

Fillmore and Atkins 1992, 2000).  Take Fillmore’s classic frame of BUY for example.  

The action category BUY includes a reference to at least four other categories, namely 

a Buyer, a Seller, Goods and Money.  The configuration of interacting categories is 

summarized in Figure 3.1. 

Figure 3.1 The BUY frame (Fillmore 1977: 104) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

These four components of the BUY frame can be mapped to four syntactic slots in the 

syntactic pattern as in (7), in which Buyer (Mary) as subject, Goods (a secondhand 

book) as direct object, Seller (Peter) as the first adverbial and Money (ten dollars) as 

the second adverbial.   

                                                                                                                                            

identical to Fillmore’s frame.  Profile is defined as a substructure within the base that is designated 

and achieves a special degree of prominence (Langacker 1987: 186f, 491) while base as the cognitive 

structure against which the designatum of a semantic structure is profiled (Langacker 1987: 486). 

Moreover, Langacker’s idea of the profiling of participants in an interactive network as syntactic figure 

and ground is very similar to the notion of perspectivizing two elements of a frame as subject and 

object from Fillmore.  Both approaches share the belief that clause patterns cannot be seen in isolation, 

but against their cognitive background (i.e. the interactive networks or frames repectively).  However, 

the frame notion has a wider scope: while Langacker is exclusively interested in the two prominent 

entities, i.e. the syntactic figure (or subject) and the syntactic ground (or object), Fillmore also 

considers indirect object and adverbials. 

B 

(Goods) 

A                                               D 

(Buyer)                                          (Seller) 

C 

(Money) 
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     (7) Mary bought a secondhand book from Peter for ten dollars. 

This assignment of syntactic roles, which to a large extent governed by the choice of 

the verb buy, is called the syntactic perspective of the sentence, and the notion of 

perspective, i.e. perspectivization relies on the principle of prominence.       

     Using Figure 3.1 as a basis for a more general COMMERCIAL EVENT frame, 

we can indicate the difference between the verb buy and other three related transaction 

verbs sell, charge, pay by highlighting those components of the frame that make up 

the subject and object for each verb, as illustrated in (8-10). 

     (8) Peter sold a secondhand book to Mary for ten dollars. 

Seller-subject; Goods-direct object; Buyer; Money 

(9) Peter charged Mary ten dollars for a secondhand book. 

Seller-subject; Buyer-direct object; Money; Goods          

(10) Mary paid ten dollars to Peter for a secondhand book. 

Buyer-subject; Money-direct object; Seller; Goods            

The frame approach also shows up in the fact that the COMMERCIAL EVENT 

frame even captures cognitive categories whose prominence is so low that they are 

not expressed on the linguistic surface at all, as examples in (11-12). 

(11) Mary spent ten dollars on a secondhand book. 

Buyer -subject; Money-direct object; Goods; [Seller]            
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(12) The secondhand book cost Mary ten dollars. 

Goods -subject; Buyer -direct object; Money; [Seller]            

Both verbs imply a Seller who cannot be manifested in the syntactic structure (and is 

therefore put in the brackets).  Instead the perspective directs the attention to the 

Buyer and the Money when spend is used, to the Goods and the Buyer when the verb 

cost is used.
2
  Therefore, it is claimed that speakers have folk theories about the 

world, based on their experience and rooted in their culture, that is, conventionalized 

knowledge (Fillmore 1982, Lakoff 1987).  Furthermore, an important insight of 

Fillmore and Lakoff in their early works on frames/domains is that the knowledge 

represented in frame is itself a conceptualization of experience that often does not 

match to the reality. 

3.2 The constructional approach 

     Constructionists, challenging the compositional model of grammar, point out 

that idiosyncrasy and conventionality of idiomatic constructions cannot be predicted 

by the general rules of the syntactic and semantic components and their linking rules.  

Fillmore, Kay and O’Connor (1988), instead of treating idioms as a problematic 

phenomenon, argue that the proper way to represent speakers’ knowledge of idioms is 

                                                 
2
 Talmy’s attentional imaging system displays that languages can place a portion of a coherent referent 

situation into the foreground of attention by the explicit mention of that portion, in his term windowing; 

while placing the remainder of that situation into the background of attention by not mentioning it, in 

his term gapping.  Refer to Tamly (2000b) for details. 
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as constructions.  That is, some elements of the construction are lexically open, so 

the idioms fitting the description cannot simply be listed in the lexicon.  Many 

studies following this tenet have treated various constructions: let alone in Fillmore, 

Kay and O’Connor (1988), There-construction in Lakoff (1987), Nominal 

Extraposition in Michaelis and Lambrecht (1996), the ‘time’-away construction in 

Jackendoff (1997), the What’s X doing Y? construction in Kay and Fillmore (1999), 

and so on.  Goldberg (1995) takes a step further and argues that basic sentences are 

constructions – form-meaning pairings existing independently of any particular verbs.  

The crucial concern of these studies has been to develop Construction Grammar as a 

model in which we can describe, analyze and generate all the linguistic constructs of a 

language, incorporating both the core and the periphery in a single grammatical 

system.  Goldberg (2006: 5) concludes all levels of grammatical analysis involve 

constructions.  That is, constructions are stored pairings of form and function, 

including morphemes or words, idioms, partially lexically filled and fully general 

linguistic patterns.  Examples are given in Table 3.1. 
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Table 3.1 Examples of constructions, varying in size and complexity 

Morpheme e.g., pre- , -ing 

Word e.g., avocado, anaconda, and 

Complex word e.g., daredevil, shoo-in 

Complex word (partially filled) e.g., [N-s] (for regular plurals) 

Idiom (filled) e.g., going great guns, give the Devil his due 

Idiom (partially filled) e.g., jog <someone’s> memory, send <someone> 

to the cleaners 

Covariational Conditional The Xer the Yer (e.g., the more you think about it, 

the less you understand) 

Ditransitive (double object) Subj V Obj1 Obj2 (he gave her a fish taco; he 

baked her a muffin) 

Passive Subj aux VPpp (PPby) (e.g., the armadillo was hit 

by a car) 

     Analyzing event structures, Goldberg (2005) observes a potential 

counterexample to the Argument Realization Principle (ARP), followed by many 

researchers (Grimshaw and Vikner 1993; van Hout 1996; Rappaport Hovav and Levin 

1998; Kaufmann and Wunderlich 1998) and further modified by Rappaport Hovav 

and Levin (1998) into the Subevent Identification Condition (SIC).  The ARP has 

been cited in order to account for the unacceptability of example (13a) in which both 

arguments in boldface in (13b) must be overtly expressed as they are in (13c) 

(Goldberg 2005: 19). 

     (13) a. *Phil swept onto the floor. 

         b. Phil ACT <swept> 

           BECOME [dust <onto the floor>] 

         c. Phil swept the dust onto the floor. 
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The SIC can be further used to explain that each of the two subevents in (13b) is 

identified by a lexical predicate: the ACT subevent is identified by swept; the 

BECOME subevent is identified by onto.  However, there is in fact a third subevent 

CAUSE but there is no lexical predicate that identifies this causing relation.  That is, 

neither sweep nor onto designates a causal event.  This problem can be easily solved 

if we take constructions as meaning-bearing units.  Take the sentence in (13c) for 

example: the verb sweep is integrated with the resultative construction 

(CAUSE-BECOME construction) (Goldberg 1995: 189) in Figure 3.2, determined by 

two principles:  

(14) the Semantic Coherence Principle: 

    Only roles which are semantically compatible can be fused. 

(15) the Correspondence Principle: 

    Each participant role that is lexically profiled and expressed must be fused 

with a profiled argument role of the construction. 

Figure 3.2 Composite Fused Structure: CAUSE-BECOME + sweep 

 

 

 

 

The semantic roles associated with the construction (=argument roles) are fused 

Sem    CAUSE-BECOME    <Agent       Patient      Result-Goal > 

 

           SWEEP         <Sweeper     Sweepee             > 

 

Syn           V             SUBJ         OBJ          OBLAP/PP 
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with those associated with the verb (=participant roles).  Thus the two participant 

roles of sweep, sweeper and sweepee, are put in correspondence with the two 

argrument roles, Agent and Patient.  The resultative construction therefore 

contributes a Result-Goal role not associated with a participant role of the verb.  And 

the CAUSE subevent is incorporated with BECOME subevent in the resultative 

construction.  That is, both the causal relation and the oblique argument role can be 

realized by the constructional meaning.   

Further, constructionist theories do not derive one construction from another, as 

is generally done in mainstream generative theory.  They hold that an actual 

expression typically involves the combination of at least half a dozen different 

constructions.  The sentence in (14) involves the list of constructions given in (15) 

(Goldberg 2006: 10). 

(14) what did Liza buy Zack? 

(15) a. Liza, buy, Zach, what, do constructions 

         b. Ditransitive construction 

         c. Question construction 

         d. Subject-Auxiliary inversion construction 

         e. VP construction 

         f. NP construction 

Although very promising in handling cases like this one, the constructional 
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approach in Goldberg’s sense does not explicate how to rule out the ungrammatical 

sentences. Consider the sentences in (16-21) below: 

(16) *Monica removed the bag.                          

     (17) Doug cleared the table.                             

(18) Kay wiped the counter.    

(19) *Monica removed the bag of groceries.  

     (20) Doug cleared the table of dishes.  

     (21) *Kay wiped the counter of fingerprints. 

Considered as the same construction, sentence (16) is ungrammatical whereas 

(17) and (18) are grammatical.  Why does the constructional meaning not contribute 

to (16)?  Likewise, why does the constructional meaning not contribute to (19) and 

(21), in contrast to (20)?  In fact, the unacceptability of these examples is closely 

related to the event frame of the verbal meaning.  Although frame semantics is 

mentioned to be essential in determining verbal meanings, Goldberg’s framework 

does not clearly state how different verbal meanings can influence different fusion of 

various constructions.  That is, Goldberg’s approach might ignore the fine-grained 

nuances among verbal meanings.  In addition, that Goldberg treats constructions as 

independent form-meaning pairs might overlook the common ground among 

constructions which have the same verbs in them, like sentences in (17) and (20).  It 
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spray1 

substances moves 

in a mist 

spray2 

surface is covered with drops by 

moving mist 

 

X acts upon Y, 

thereby causing Y 

to go Z 

 

X acts upon Y by exerting force 

over the surface of Y with Z 

will be odd if we treat these three sentences as three independent constructions 

without considering their common verb, clear.  Hence, Iwata (2005a, b) proposes 

two levels of verbal meanings, Lexical Head Level Meaning, or L-Meaning, and 

Phrase Level Meaning, or P-meaning, to explicate the interaction of the abundant 

inherent verbal meanings and constructions.  Iwata shows that locative alternation as 

in (22) can be adequately handled by this L-meaning/P-meaning model as in Figure 

3.3. 

(22) a. Jack sprayed paint onto the wall. (locative variant) 

    b. Jack sprayed the wall with paint. (with variant) 

Figure 3.3 The L-meaning/P-meaning model of spray           (Iwata 2005a: 369) 

 

L-meaning           substances moves in a mist, and as a result the surface is 

covered with drops by moving mist 

               

 

 

P-meaning                

 

 

 

 

 

 

thematic core     

 

 

 

syntactic frame    [NP V NP directional PP]        [NP V NP with NP] 

Iwata (2005a: 371f) argues that the idea that a single L-meaning gives rise to 
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two P-meanings is not new.  This could be found in Langacker (1987) and Goldberg 

(1995).  A verb can appear in a syntactic frame when its L-meaning is compatible 

with the semantics of a construction.  Syntactic frames are associated with 

identifiable meanings, and this pairing of form and meaning amounts to ‘construction’ 

in the sense of Goldberg (1995).  The verb spray, whose L-meaning includes both 

‘putting’ and ‘covering’, is thus capable of taking both forms.  Which syntactic 

frame is chosen is determined by which aspect of L-meaning is profiled, this process 

being an ‘alternate construal of the same situation’ in the sense of Langacker (1987).  

With more investigation into the alternations of different verbs, Iwata (2005b:114f) 

further concludes that the L-meaning of a verb in locative alternation contains two 

scenes, which are related through a scenario as with pack, a higher-order schema as 

with trim, or two related image schema as with roll. 

In addition to explicating locative alternation, Iwata’s model also fulfill our 

needs in displaying the fine-grained nuances among other verbal meanings.   

Following Boas’ (2000) conception of verbal meaning, Iwata delineates the verb wipe 

in Figure 3.4.   
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Figure 3.4 The L-meaning/P-meaning model of wipe (adapted from Iwata 2005a: 382) 

 

L-meaning to rub a surface and as a result to remove something from 

the surface by rubbing 

               

 

 

P-meaning               wipe1                       wipe2 

to rub a surface          to remove something from the 

surface by rubbing 

 

 

 

thematic core         X acts upon Y         X acts upon Y, thereby causing Y to 

go Z 

 

 

syntactic frame         [NP V NP]             [NP V NP directional PP] 

Comparing Goldberg’s model with Iwata’s, Figure 3.5 gives us an idea of the 

correspondences between the elements in Goldberg’s (1995) and Iwata’s (2005a) 

models. 

Figure 3.5 Correspondences between models by Goldberg (1995) and Iwata (2005a) 

    

L-meaning                 wipe           <wiper, wipe.place, wipee> 

P-meaning 

thematic core              CAUSE-MOVE   <cause   goal    theme> 

syntactic frame             SUBJ   OBL   OBJ   

The differences between Iwata’s account and Goldberg’s concern the 

contribution of the constructions and the relationship among the constructions.  

While Goldberg aims to capture form-meaning correspondences that fall outside of 
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lexical meaning, Iwata is concerned with the syntactic and semantic information 

lexically encoded in L-meaning, and constructions here simply highlight aspects of 

verb meaning that are already there.  And while Goldberg treats each construction as 

an independent unit, Iwata reveals the subtle relationship among constructions, 

connected by verbs.   

3.3 Remarks 

     Like the lexical approach, Iwata’s model puts more emphasis on lexical 

meanings.   Iwata further gives two levels of verbal meaning, L-meaning/P-meaning, 

to explain the motivation of integrating wipe verbs with different syntactic frames, 

and hence obtain the so called extended meaning in Levin and Rappaport Hovav’s 

term.  Iwata also displays the procedure of bridging lexical and syntactic frames by 

means of thematic cores.  On the other hand, like the constructional approach, Iwata 

focuses on various surface forms and treats each of them as a meaning-bearing unit.  

However, complementing Goldberg’s account, Iwata makes the most of the semantic 

compatibility between lexical items and syntactic structures, which establishes 

reasonable constraints on constructional meanings.  

 


